Current phylogenetic comparative methods modeling quantitative trait 2 evolution generally assume that, during speciation, phenotypes are inherited 3 identically between the two daughter species. This, however, neglects the fact 4 that species consist of a set of individuals, each bearing its own trait value.
Introduction
: Four different scenarios of trait inheritance at speciation. Left panels: Evolutionary history of the mean phenotype before and after a speciation event. Right panels: Geographical distribution of the individuals at the speciation event depicted in the left panel. Bubbles represent the spatial distribution of individuals splitting from a parent population into two species (gray and light blue). The size of the bubbles is proportional to each individual's phenotype. In this example, individual phenotypes follow a geographical gradient with smaller trait values on the lower-left part of the geographic range and larger trait values on the upper-right part. Under random segregation (A) speciation is not driven by the trait displayed here nor by geography and might result from a change in an uncorrelated trait, e.g. polyploidization. The mean phenotypes of the two descendants are expected to be equal with some stochasticity (resulting in slightly different means). Speciation occurring by geographic isolation, e.g. allopatric (B) or peripatric (C) may result in asymmetrical trait inheritance even though the trait itself is not the cause of speciation. Finally, if the trait is itself driving the speciation we can expect a full segregation of phenotypes at speciation (D). In the present study, we analysed cases A and D, which represent the extremes in terms of the size of cladogenetic jumps.
Modes of trait inheritance at speciation 141 We considered two modes of trait inheritance at speciation: "Random respectively. Cladogenetic jumps of intermediate size can also result from spatial gradients of phenotypic traits, captured by allopatric or peripatric speciation (Fig. 153 1B and C). To account for intermediate (more realistic) cases we also studied 154 combinations or RSS and TSS, and we named them "mixed" scenarios. More 155 precisely, we analyzed mixed scenarios where 5% and 50% of the cladogenetic 156 events are TSS (and the rest are RSS). follow a neutral process as captured by the BM model (Felsenstein, 1988) .
Second, we assumed a normally-shaped fitness landscape, where there is an 179 optimal phenotype (the peak of the landscape, a global optimum that is 180 independent of space) for which the fitness is highest. This landscape can 181 represent the distribution of fitness under stabilizing selection (Beaulieu et al., 182 2012; O'Meara and Beaulieu, 2014) , which is one of the biological processes 183 resulting in an OU mode of evolution (Lande, 1976; Felsenstein, 1988; Hansen and 184 Martins, 1996; Hansen, 1997) .
185
In our simulations, the fitness landscape affects the death probability of each 186 individual by an amount d f . Under a flat landscape, the death probability is 187 independent of the trait value and set to a constant d f = c (Table 1) . Under a 188 normally-distributed landscape, the death probability of an individual depends on 189 the position of the phenotypic trait value on the fitness landscape, which is 190 described by an optimum θ and a variance σ 2 f . Thus, the fitness-based death 191 probability of an individual with phenotype x is
where f (x|θ, σ 2 f ) is the probability density function of a normal distribution with 193 mean θ, and variance σ 2 f (a complete list of the parameters used in this study is 194 given in Table 1 ). Under this formulation, the death probability of an individual 195 with optimal phenotype (i.e. x 1 = θ) is equal to c.
196
Death probability determined by the distance to the species mean 197 We added a constraint to limit the intra-specific variance under the assumption 198 that, regardless of the fitness landscape, there is selection against outliers 199 diverging from the species' mean (Harvey et al., 1991; Garland et al., 1993; 200 Futuyma, 2010). To achieve this, we set the death probability d s of an individual 201 with phenotype x to a function of its species mean phenotype at time t (m(t)) 202 and of a fixed intra-specific variance σ 2 s . Thus, this death probability is
where f (x|m(t), σ 2 s )) is the probability density function of a normal distribution 204 with mean m(t), and variance σ 2 s (Table 1) . While the intra-specific variance is 205 assumed to be constant over time, the species mean, m(t), is not subject to any individuals within a species based on their current population size n and its 212 proximity to K, such that
where g is the growth rate of that species. default value of 25 (and varied between 10 and 100) to ensure that the initial 232 population will not start at a too-low fitness position (Table 1) . This 233 landscape, with its default value, yields a 1.25% increase in death rate for a 234 phenotype = 0 (the predefined root state) compared to the death rate at 235 phenotype = 5 (the predefined trait optimum). new species is drawn from U(100, n − 100), where n is the population size of 240 the parent species. We note that speciation leads to a temporary reduction 241 in population size in the two daughter lineages, but with the growth rate 242 being always positive (Table 1) , we ensure that the populations grow back 243 rapidly until the carrying capacity is reached again within a few generations 244 ( Fig. SI-B .5). The way individuals are chosen to become a new species is 245 described in the previous section Modes of trait inheritance at speciation. 246 4. We repeat steps 2 and 3 for every species for a total of 100,000 generations 247 or until 100 species are generated. We then output the following files and we computed the accuracy of the optimum trait value as (θ OU − θ)/θ.
292

Results
293
We studied the effect of asymmetrical trait inheritance on the fit of and from zero to six in TSS scenarios (Table SI- and generate BM-like phenotypic trajectories ( Fig. 2A, B) . In contrast, with 304 normal landscapes species mean phenotypes evolve toward the value with 305 maximum fitness (Fig. 2C, D) , generating an OU-like process (Revell, 2012) .
306
When individuals were assigned to new species independently of the trait 307 value (RSS scenarios), the trait inheritance at speciation is nearly symmetrical, as 308 shown by the lack of noticeable jumps in the phenotypic trajectories ( Fig. 2A, C) . for all speciation events across all simulations for a given scenario. Here, the size of a jump is the absolute difference between the starting values of the two daughter lineages right after a cladogenetic event. Scenarios following a flat and normal fitness landscapes are colored following the color pattern shown in Fig. 4 .
Conversely, if individuals were assigned to new species based on a threshold in the 310 trait value (TSS scenarios), the trait inheritance at speciation is asymmetrical and 311 results in visible jumps in species phenotypes (Fig. 2B, D) . The jump sizes 312 between the daughter species under our simulation settings were on average 24 313 times higher in the TSS scenarios compared to the RSS scenarios ( Fig. 3) , while 314 mixed scenarios had intermediate jump sizes. Phenotypic jumps derive from the 315 stochastic separation of individuals of the ancestral species into the two 316 descendent lineages and will thus differ across speciation events in the phylogeny.
317
The pattern of jump sizes was similar across flat and normal fitness landscapes 318 (Fig. 3) .
319
Effect of RSS and TSS on model fitting To analyze the effect of the 320 different modes of trait segregation at speciation and fitness landscapes on model 321 fit, we fitted BM, OU, Lévy, κ and WN models to the simulated trees and tip 322 trait data. In general, for both flat and normal fitness landscapes, an increasing 323 number of cladogenetic jumps (from RSS to TSS) affected model fit substantially 324 (Fig. 4) , an effect that cannot be attributed to consistent differences in the as the best fitting model, followed by Lévy. TSS and mixed 50% TSS scenarios 332 had κ and Lévy as the most selected models, followed by WN (Fig. 4, lower row) . 333 We performed one additional test where we set the death probability by its 334 distance to the species mean d s to zero to check the influence of the d s parameter 335 on model testing. We tested this on the RSS-flat scenario. We found that jump 336 sizes under these circumstances (Fig. B.3 , left) are on average larger than those 337 under RSS where d s is taken into account (Fig. 3, upper row) . On the other 338 hand, we did not observe an increase in cases where BM is the preferred model 339 (Fig. B.3, right) . overestimation was 50% lower under the Lévy model ( Fig. 5A and 5B ). This
346
indicates that the Lévy model was able to identify, at least to some extent, the 347 jumps generated under asymmetrical segregation at speciation. Simulations 348 obtained from the flat TSS scenario resulted in a 2.58-fold overestimation of the 349 evolutionary rate under BM and a 1.99-fold overestimation under Lévy (Table 2) .
350
In simulations with a normal landscape, the trait optimum was accurately 351 recovered under all scenarios ( Fig. 5G; Table 2 ), that is regardless of the fit by a given model. Parameters used for these simulations where drawn from uniform priors ( Table 1, prior) . Mixed scenarios consist of 5, and 50% of TSS cladogenetic events along a single simulation run. Abbreviations: BM = Brownian Motion, OU = Ornstein-Uhlenbeck, WN = White Noise. The second best fit is given in Fig. SI-B .4.
Although for other parameters we could not compute accuracy (as the true 356 values could not be derived analytically or empirically from the simulations), the 357 estimated values differed vastly between speciation modes (Fig. 5 ), indicating 358 that segregation at speciation has a large effect on the macroevolutionary 359 modeling of trait evolution. For instance, the κ parameter was lower in TSS when 360 compared to RSS (Fig. 5C ), which is expected since κ values tend to zero when 361 most of the variation is accumulated at speciation events (Pagel, 1999) . Finally, 362 the jump rate of the Lévy model (λ) was much higher in TSS than in RSS 363 simulations, as expected given the increased amount of phenotypic jumps at 364 speciation (Figs. 5D and 5H). We explored the effects of asymmetrical trait inheritance on 367 macroevolutionary analyses using phylogenetic comparative methods. We 368 modeled the asymmetry of trait inheritance at speciation as a result of the 369 segregation of individuals from a parent population into two daughter lineages. 370 We showed that even small phenotypic jumps at cladogenesis can have profound 371 effects on both model testing and parameter estimation using widely-used 372 macroevolutionary models, most of which implicitly assume identical trait 373 inheritance at speciation (Felsenstein, 1988; Hansen and Martins, 1996) .
374
A simulation framework We built a simulation framework that captures TSS flat, C. RSS normal, D. TSS normal. Note how the carrying capacity K is reached very quickly.
